Agendas, minutes and videos of county meetings now posted online

By Hannah Ball

Approximately two years ago, if someone wanted to find out what happened at the Genesee County Board of Commissioners meetings, they’d have to drive to the county offices in Flint, find a parking spot, go into the clerk’s office, wait in line, and pay to get a copy of the meeting minutes.

“The whole process was just outrageous,” said former Genesee County Commissioner Drew Shapiro, who served a two-year term that ended at the beginning of 2019. He ran for the District 6 seat years ago on the promise of improving government transparency.

Questions answered about controversial nonmotorized pathway

■ Affected properties will be offered compensation for land

By Hannah Ball
Fenton — Less than two weeks until the May 7 vote, volunteers for the potential nonmotorized pathway answered questions about the project at

Linden man bound over for trial

■ Defense attorney confident his client will be vindicated

Rrok Đedivanaj, 40, of Linden, was bound over to Livingston County Circuit Court on Tuesday, April 23 for a jury trial on five counts of third-degree criminal sexual conduct, force or coercion. As previously reported, Lt. Jim Lynch of

Contractors with Kincaid Building Group work on the former Union Block site Wednesday, April 24. The new project, spearheaded by orthodontist Dr. Nicole Wax, will be a 14,833-square-foot building and house four total tenants. See story on Page 8A. Photo: Tim Jagielo

“Vote ‘yes’ or vote ‘no’ on the bike path initiative. But please vote. Either way, educate yourself on the laws regarding cyclists on the road. Too many motorists still breaking the law and putting cyclists in danger.”

“Thank you to the person who ‘paid it forward’ on the evening of April 24 at the Linden McDonald’s. You sure made my day. I will pay it forward and make someone have that good feeling, too.”

“Absentee voting is now available to everyone in Michigan. Never stand in line again. If your community is voting Tuesday, May 7, stop in your township, village or city hall to apply to vote absentee. If you’re 18 years old or older and have never voted before, it’s a great time to register. Bring photo ID. It’s free.”

“Turtle Crossing Season!”

“IT’S TURTLE CROSSING SEASON!”

“Vote ‘yes’ or vote ‘no’ on the bike path initiative. But please vote. Either way, educate yourself on the laws regarding cyclists on the road. Too many motorists still breaking the law and putting cyclists in danger.”
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“Absentee voting is now available to everyone in Michigan. Never stand in line again. If your community is voting Tuesday, May 7, stop in your township, village or city hall to apply to vote absentee. If you’re 18 years old or older and have never voted before, it’s a great time to register. Bring photo ID. It’s free.”

“IT’S TURTLE CROSSING SEASON!”

“Vote ‘yes’ or vote ‘no’ on the bike path initiative. But please vote. Either way, educate yourself on the laws regarding cyclists on the road. Too many motorists still breaking the law and putting cyclists in danger.”

“Thank you to the person who ‘paid it forward’ on the evening of April 24 at the Linden McDonald’s. You sure made my day. I will pay it forward and make someone have that good feeling, too.”

“Absentee voting is now available to everyone in Michigan. Never stand in line again. If your community is voting Tuesday, May 7, stop in your township, village or city hall to apply to vote absentee. If you’re 18 years old or older and have never voted before, it’s a great time to register. Bring photo ID. It’s free.”
**Fenton • $1,049,000**
Gorgeous Waterfront Home On All-Sports Lake Fenton w/50’ Of Frontage. Sprawling 3,100SF Offers 4 Bedrooms, 3 Full Baths, Professionally Landscaped. Over 250k In Upgrades!

**Lake Orion • $559,900**
Luxury Subdivision Living! Stunning, Open Concept Layout w/Modernized, Elegant Fixtures And Features. Chef’s Dream Kitchen, Spacious Master Suite, Lower Level Walk-out Waiting For Your Finished Custom Touches. 3-Car Attached Garage.

**New Price**

**White Lake • $336,500**
Tull Lake Waterfront! 3 Bedroom Ranch, Fire Lit Family Room, Finished LL W/O, Large Dock And Room To Grow. 100’ Of Decking And Sandy Swim Area.

**Clarkston • $657,900**
Custom Built Estate Sits Well Off Clarkston Rd. Near The Rear Of 3 Acres Hidden Behind Trees And Pond. 5 Bedroom Colonial. Over 7,800 SF Of Living Space w/Finished LL.

**New on Market**

**Corunna • $265,000**
607 Knoll Ct Captivating And Charming Home On Spacious Corner Lot Offers Finished LL W/O, 3 Bedrooms, Bright Kitchen w/ HW Floors, Breakfast Nook And Fire Lit Living Room.

**Geneva Twp • $154,800**
Beautiful, Updated And Well Maintained 4 Bedroom, 2.5 Bath Home Offers New Granite Kitchen And Appliances, Finished LL. 2-Car Attached Garage And Large Yard With Shed.

**New Price**

**Grand Blanc • $234,900**
9426 Pere Marquette Beautifully Updated And Well Kept Home Situated On .36 Acre Lot, Great Nature Views. 3 Bedroom, 2.5 Baths, Fire Lit Great Room, Soaring Ceiling, HW Floors, 1st Flr Master, Finished LL.

**Grand Blanc • $349,000**
2118 Baldwin Rd. Beautiful 3 Bedroom, 2.5 Bath Colonial w/Open Floor Plan, Soaring Ceilings, Updated Granite Kitchen, 1st Floor Laundry, Large Patio And Backyard.

**Fenton • $449,900**
1081 Crooked Lake Beautiful Setting For This 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Home On Private Cove On No Wake Crooked Lake w/24 Acres. Serene Views From Both Deck And Sandy Beach. Dock Included.

**Fenton • $284,000**
11362 Katrine Dr. Beautifully, Well Maintained, 3 Bedroom, 2.5 Bath Home w/Newly Updated Kitchen, HW Floors and Daylight Basement.

**Fenton • $249,000**
Grand Blanc • $349,000
1149 Kennebec Rd Contemporary Open Floor Plan w/Fire Lit Family Room, Spacious Kitchen, 3 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Screened Patio Overlooking Large Treed Yard.

**New on Market**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New Price**

**New on the Market**

**New on Market**

**New on Market**

**New on Market**

**Visit bhhmsi.com**
2359 W Shiawassee Ave, Fenton
(810) 629-0680

**YOUR DREAM HOME IS JUST A CLICK AWAY…**

**bhmsi.com**
Fenton Center of Hope offers hope, resources

Local need for the hungry and homeless is much greater here than most people think

By Sally Rummel

A 22-year-old mom of a 3-year-old child was found sitting in her car in the Target parking lot in Fenton when winter’s chill was just 20 degrees. She had no gas in the tank, no place to go and no hope.

“They were basically freezing,” said Bob Strygulec, executive director of Fenton Center of Hope with his wife, Jennifer.

Volunteers from the Fenton Center of Hope check local parking lots like these and work with the Fenton Police Department to turn a hopeless situation like this into a more hopeful future.

“We were able to work with this young mother’s family in the area,” Bob said. “Her family wanted her home.”

“Her family wanted her home.”

If this young woman and her child had no family in the area, a volunteer would actually have taken them to a shelter where they would be warm and fed.

“We’re committed to making a change in their lives,” Bob said. “We don’t want to just throw dollars at them that won’t solve a long-term problem. Sometimes it takes years of interactions.”

Sad situations like these don’t always have a happy ending, and they are becoming more commonplace.

Some people have no support system at all,” Bob said. “We get 20 to 30 hard situations every week. A slow day would be helping one or two people in need. A busy day would be seven or eight.”

See CENTER OF HOPE on 16A

Faith in Femininity
Mother’s Day Drive — Friday, May 10

Faith in Femininity, a Fenton-area charity that collects and distributes feminine hygiene products for women in need, has donated hundreds of products to Center of Hope in Fenton. One of the founders and Lake Fenton student, Lindsey Gibb, said they make sure that the community pantry never runs out of pads and tampons.

This Mother’s Day, Sunday, May 12, Faith in Femininity is holding a drive for mothers and women in the community.

“Our hope is to raise $2,000, which would be enough for us to serve 500 women. We will be hosting a special packaging party May 10 at 7 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, and would like to make it a community event,” Gibb said. “If you’d like to help our special Mother’s Day cause, you can donate to our GoFundMe.”

Search for Mother’s Day Totes & Tampons Drive on GoFundMe to find the link.

The Fenton Center of Hope is run by volunteers. (From left) Volunteers Barb Stice, Roberta Hopkins and Nancy Jenkins bag groceries Thursday, April 18.

Photo: Tim Jagielo

EDITORS"
Our commitment to a hometown paper won’t change

Regular readers of The Times have noticed some changes in the paper over the last month – and a number of you have commented about the changes. Thank you for noticing and thank you for commenting.

Feedback on the change of the size of the Times has been split with most readers complimenting the change and a few wondering if the size change was a signal that they might be losing the “hometown feel” of the paper they’ve come to know and depend on. Please be assured, View Newspaper Group, above everything, cherishes and protects the individual identity of each of the 17 newspapers in our local, independently owned group. We abhor what we refer to as the cookie-cutter approach large corporate newspaper companies have taken with what were some of the best local weekly papers in the state. We respect the relationship the Tri-County Times has developed with our readers and the communities we cover. We pledge to maintain and continue to build that relationship.

The most commented upon change is the absence of the If I Were King column in our Midweek edition. Columnist Foster Childs wrote his 1,051st and last column for us on March 28. The King, with his usual indomitable spirit, headlined his final column with “Ding, Dong the King is dead!” (Yes, he wrote his own headlines, a privilege newspaper editors grant to only the most seasoned and cranky columnists.) The King signed off that column with, “And so, after 21 years, and by my own decision, this will be my last King column. Good bye, good luck — and thanks for reading.”

We miss The King’s pokes, rants, jokes and general observations of the human condition as much as our readers. Times editor Sharon Stone and View Newspaper Group brand manager Emily Caswell now take turns filling the Midweek edition space left by the King’s departure.

They’d both tell you that they ain’t the King, nor should we expect or want them to be. They are, however, both talented writers with something to say and I hope you give them a read to see what that is.

We’ll further shake up our columnist offerings on page 4A in our Weekend edition starting next weekend when we’ll begin a rotation of four writers, each bringing their own unique perspective to our readers over the course of each month.

We think it is important to bring a variety of voices to our readers to opine, inform and entertain. Our aim is to shift the focus to local, original content that can be found only in the Tri-County Times.

Speaking of voices, we always want to hear from you, our readers. I invite you to comment by way of a phone call or email to myself or our editor Sharon Stone, through your Hot Line contributions or by sending us a Letter to the Editor at news@tctimes.com. You can reach me by email at wsmith@mihomepaper.com.

Thanks for reading the Tri-County Times!

— Wes Smith, Group Publisher

What’s your best quality?

“I try to be friendly, to be pleasant and make someone else smile.”

“My kindness. I make a point to find a reason to be kind.”

“Endurance. Life is always challenging. Just trying to keep it all together is a full-time job.”

“I’m friendly. That’s always the way I’ve been. When you work for a family business, you have to deal with people. It’s not easy for everyone to do that.”

“My wife. She takes care of me. Been together for 38 years.”

Bernita Cheeseman
Fenton

Michael Rodriguez
Linden

Annette Dulza
Fenton

Sue Burton
Linden

Don Burton
Linden
DAVISON — Over the past 47 years, C&L Ward has built a reputation on a singular and extraordinary commitment to a simple concept – to make homes more comfortable and more beautiful. Founded by Ron and Tom Ward in 1972, the company has succeeded for half a century because of their pledge to perpetual innovation – creating, installing and servicing products that are different and better than anyone else’s.

Though the company is dedicated to constantly evolving and remaining current in all areas of home improvement, perhaps more than anything, C&L Ward is known for their inventory of Andersen® windows. With an unparalleled supply of Andersen products for every budget, C&L Ward and Andersen have developed an exclusive relationship designed to best suit their clients’ every need. As times change, so too do technology and materials. Whether you’re replacing, remodeling or building, Andersen 100 Series windows and patio doors are the logical step up from vinyl.

“Vinyl has become outdated,” said C&L Ward Marketing Director John Sheick. “Just like aluminum and windows made entirely from wood became obsolete, now vinyl – which expands and contracts too much to maintain the integrity of a window frame – has also become outdated. Fibrex® has become the best new option for a number of reasons.

Firstly, it’s 40% reclaimed wood fiber and 60% advanced polymers.

“Essentially, because of the way it’s constructed, Fibrex material has the strength and rigidity of a wood window, but the low maintenance of a vinyl window. It really is the best of both worlds, which is awesome for the consumer. Additionally, it’s the greenest material we’ve ever carried. It’s actually taking what was literally tons of waste from other windows, and creating a product that is two things: Number one, it’s environmentally friendly, and number two, it’s actually the best product out there right now in terms of quality and durability. That’s what Andersen is all about, and that’s what we’re all about, to be honest.”

Sheick went on to explain that Fibrex not only delivers all of the most desirable qualities in a window – energy efficiency, beauty and reliability – but it also continues to add value to your home for years to come. With tiered pricing, C&L Ward is able to offer customers windows and products, including doors, decking, siding, roofing and more, at a price points that allow for more affordable and more frequent projects and improvements.

“Andersen is always innovating,” said Sheick. “The products they design and offer are unlike anyone else’s in the industry. When they introduce a new product, everyone else takes notice. Not only do we pride ourselves on the relationship we have with them, but we also pride ourselves on maintaining that same mentality and approach right here at C&L Ward.”

For more information about C&L Ward and Andersen products, visit www.goclward.com. Visit one of C&L Ward’s four state-of-the-art showrooms or schedule an in-home consultation today by calling 800-ANDERSEN.

Let C&L Ward bring the finishing touch to your home’s new windows and doors with their exclusive FinishRight Finishing Process. All you have to do is choose a finish. From there, C&L Ward’s design professionals will help you select from eight different stains and a rainbow of paint colors to provide that one-of-a-kind look for your home.

WITH FOUR STATE-OF-THE-ART SHOWROOMS, C&L WARD MAKES CHOOSING THE RIGHT WINDOWS, DOORS AND SIDING AN EXPERIENCE UNLIKE ANY OTHER. THE COMPANY’S INTERACTIVE SHOWROOMS ALLOW YOU TO PERSONALLY EXPERIENCE THE FUNCTIONALITY, COLOR AND STYLE OF HUNDREDS OF WINDOWS, DOORS AND SIDING SAMPLES BEFORE YOU MAKE ANY FINAL DECISIONS.
State police arrest sex offenders in two-day sweep

Last week, Michigan State Police (MSP) troopers from the Sex Offender Enforcement Unit and Second District Fugitive Team joined with the U.S. Marshals Service for a two-day enforcement sweep in Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties.

Dubbed “Operation Final Countdown” the operation resulted in the arrest of 12 non-compliant sex offenders.

According to F/Lt. Michael Shaw, there were no arrests in any of the local townships that MSP is the primary agency. That includes Holly and Rose townships.

Four arrest teams targeted 26 registered sex offenders who were in violation of the Michigan Sex Offenders Registration Act (SORA) and had outstanding felony warrants. The teams were successful in locating and arresting 12 individuals. Additionally, one offender was located in an out-of-state treatment facility.

All offenders were subsequently arraigned on their charges.

The SORA requires registered sex offenders to regularly report to their area law enforcement agency, sheriff’s office or nearest MSP post to verify their address. Tier 1 offenders must verify their address annually during the month of their birth. Tier 2 offenders must verify their address semi-annually. Tier 3 offenders must verify their address quarterly. Failure to do so carries a penalty of up to two years of incarceration. All registered sex offenders must report certain changes to their information.

These changes must be made in person at their area law enforcement agency, sheriff’s office or nearest state police post. Failure to do so is a four-year felony.

The Public Sex Offender Registry can be viewed at www.mipsor.state.mi.us.

Police & Fire Report

Compiled by Sharon Stone

FENTON POLICE ARREST TWO SUSPECTS FOR PASSING SEVERAL FAKE $100 BILLS

The Fenton Police Department arrested two adult males Wednesday, April 24 for passing counterfeit $100 bills at four different businesses. Lt. Jeff Cross said police believe the suspects attempted to pass the fake bills at several other businesses, as well. Several counterfeit bills were passed in exchange for gift cards. The suspects are not from the immediate area. Cross said police believe there are other suspects involved, however, they have not confirmed this yet. The two suspects have been transported to the Genesee County Jail to await arraignment. If anyone has information or believes they, too, received counterfeit $100 bills, call Fenton police at (810) 629-5311.

PURSE STOLEN FROM UNLOCKED VEHICLE

Sometime between 10:30 p.m., April 15 and 11:45 a.m., April 16, someone entered a vehicle parked in the 1200 block of Eastoak Drive in Fenton. After ransacking the inside of the vehicle, the suspect stole a purse containing valuable identification, cash and gift cards. There were no signs of forced entry. Lt. Jeff Cross of the Fenton Police Department said police are starting to see an increase in larcenies from autos, most likely because of the nicer weather. Police urge everyone to lock their vehicle doors at all times and to remove any valuable items for safe storage. Typically, locked vehicles are a deterrent for would-be thieves, Cross said.

STOCKBRIDGE MAN SHOPLIFTS IN FENTON

At 8:51 p.m. on April 19, Fenton police responded to a large retail store in the 3700 block of Owen Road to investigate a suspected retail fraud in progress. Lt. Jeff Cross said a loss prevention employee told police that they observed a customer selecting and concealing merchandise as he walked through the store. When the customer walked past the checkout without paying for the merchandise and exited the store, he was approached by a Fenton police officer and the loss prevention employee.

HOLLY MAN TICKETED FOR BREAKING NEIGHBOR’S WINDOW

At 10:34 p.m. on Tuesday, April 16, Holly police were dispatched to a home in the 300 block of North Street in reference to a “trouble call.” Police dispatch said several callers reported a 46-year-old Holly man had been banging on doors and yelling that he wanted his phone back. One caller said the man broke out a door window at his home across the street. Upon arrival, police met with the complainant who said the suspect had been at the complainant’s home earlier and left his cell phone. The suspect was ticketed for malicious destruction of property and released. Photos of the broken window and blinds were taken for evidence.

MARIJUANA AND LSD IN HOLLY SEND JUVENILE TO HOSPITAL

At 4:09 a.m. on April 20, Holly police responded to the 800 block of Maple Street for a male subject running around naked and jumping on vehicles. A female told police that the male had exited a nearby apartment. Police observed the male, identified as a Commerce Township resident, running toward police and waving his arms, while wearing just underwear. Police reported the male was yelling and not making any sense. Police went to an apartment and located other juveniles, who appeared to be under the influence of marijuana and possibly LSD. No parents were on scene. Parents were contacted. One male was arrested for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. One male was transported to an area hospital for medical treatment. Police said the marijuana and LSD were purchased in Commerce Township.

HOLLY HOME BROKEN INTO

On April 17, a 27-year-old Holly woman stopped by the Holly Police Department to report that her home on E. Maple Street had been broken into. She told police she left her apartment at 11 a.m. on April 17 and returned at 2 p.m. After returning home, she noticed that the TV in her bedroom was on her bed and a lockbox containing valuable papers and cash was missing. There were no signs of forced entry and police have no suspects.

School Choice Is Your Choice

Invest in your child’s future.

Holly Area Schools

is a proven leader in Academics, Arts and Athletics!

Apply for the 2019-2020 School Year

Call today or visit our offices to see the many award winning programs!

Applications are being accepted May 1, 2019 through August 23, 2019 for Young 5 - Grade 12

Contact Ann Fischer - Pupil Services at Holly Area Schools
920 Baird Street, Holly MI 48442
Call (248) 328-3106 or fax (248) 328-3145
Sec 105 - within Oakland County and Sec 105 (C) - contiguous counties
States. By the time the wave is southern and midwestern United States begins across the
2003.
surrendered to the Allied forces, shooting himself in the head. Soon swallowing a cyanide capsule and Adolf Hitler commits suicide by APRIL 30.
Rainbow Pool at the National Mall 7.4 acres on the former site of the U.S. men and women who served in overdue recognition for the 16 million Memorial opens in Washington, D.C., 2004 APRIL 29; The National World War II 11 and 15, in 2009. along with her daughters, then ages 29-year-old Dugard was rescued, fathered two children with her. The 29-year-old Dugard was rescued, along with her daughters, then ages 11 and 15, in 2009.

APRIL 29
2004: The National World War II Memorial opens in Washington, D.C., to thousands of visitors, providing overdue recognition for the 16 million U.S. men and women who served in the war. The memorial is located on 7.4 acres on the former site of the Rainbow Pool at the National Mall between the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial.

APRIL 30
1945: Holed up in a bunker under his headquarters in Berlin, Adolf Hitler commits suicide by swallowing a cyanide capsule and shooting himself in the head. Soon after, Germany unconditionally surrendered to the Allied forces, ending Hitler’s dreams of a “1,000-year Reich.

MAY 1
2003: A record-breaking wave of tornadoes begins across the southern and midwestern United States. By the time the wave is over, more than 500 tornadoes are recorded for the month, shattering the previous record by more than 100.

MAY 2
2011: Osama bin Laden, the mastermind behind the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the United States, is killed by U.S. forces during a raid on his compound hideout in Pakistan. The notorious, 54-year-old leader of Al Qaeda, the terrorist network of Islamic extremists, had been the target of a nearly decade-long international manhunt.

MAY 3
2007: Less than two weeks before her fourth birthday, Madeleine McCann of Rothley, England, vanishes during a family vacation at a resort in southern Portugal. McCann’s disappearance prompted an international search however, she has never been found.

MAY 4
1970: In Kent, Ohio, 28 National Guardsmen fire their weapons at a group of antiwar demonstrators on the Kent State University campus, killing four students, wounding eight, and permanently paralyzing another. Two days earlier, the National Guard troops were called to Kent to suppress students rioting in protest of the Vietnam War. The next day, scattered protests were dispersed by tear gas, and on May 4 class resumed at Kent State University. By noon that day, despite a ban on rallies, some 2,000 people had assembled on the campus. National Guard troops arrived and ordered the crowd to disperse, fired tear gas, and advanced against the students with bayonets fixed on their rifles. Some of the protesters, refusing to yield, responded by throwing rocks and verbally taunting the troops.

Source: history.com

HITTING THE RODEO

LOOKING BACK at this week in HISTORY

APRIL 28
2011: Phillip Garrido, 60, and his wife Nancy, 55, plead guilty to the 1991 kidnapping of 11-year-old Jaycee Dugard. The Garridos held Dugard captive at their Northern California property for 18 years, during which time Phillip Garrido fathered two children with her. The 29-year-old Dugard was rescued, along with her daughters, then ages 11 and 15, in 2009.

APRIL 29
2004: The National World War II Memorial opens in Washington, D.C., to thousands of visitors, providing overdue recognition for the 16 million U.S. men and women who served in the war. The memorial is located on 7.4 acres on the former site of the Rainbow Pool at the National Mall between the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial.

APRIL 30
1945: Holed up in a bunker under his headquarters in Berlin, Adolf Hitler commits suicide by swallowing a cyanide capsule and shooting himself in the head. Soon after, Germany unconditionally surrendered to the Allied forces, ending Hitler’s dreams of a “1,000-year Reich.

MAY 1
2003: A record-breaking wave of tornadoes begins across the southern and midwestern United States. By the time the wave is over, more than 500 tornadoes are recorded for the month, shattering the previous record by more than 100.
The building under construction on the former Union Block property will house four businesses, including Dr. Wax Orthodontics, who owns the property. 

Photo: Tim Jagielo

Dr. Wax property project underway

By Tim Jagielo

Linden — The ground has been broken for the long-awaited new downtown Linden property project, owned and spearheaded by orthodontist Dr. Nicole Wax.

On Wednesday, April 24, workers with Kincaid Building Group continued foundation work laying large drainage pipes in the ground. Work started the previous Thursday. Dixon Architecture and Conn Engineering of Linden are also involved.

This rebuilding started nearly 12 years following the fire that destroyed the old Union Block building. The parcel at the corner of Broad and Bridge streets has been empty since then.

Wax will hold an official groundbreaking soon. Her event on Wednesday had to be rescheduled.

About the future building

The development is a 14,833-square-foot building. It will house two yet to be identified tenants on the first floor, and Dr. Wax Orthodontics and another tenant on the second floor.

Have you been hacked?

Viruses can infect computers through a variety of means

By Tim Jagielo

If you’re worried about your computers and mobile devices falling prey to a malicious invading virus, you’re probably not off base.

“That’s healthy paranoia,” Philip Erlenbeck said. He is systems administrator for the University of Michigan-Flint Information Technology Services (ITS). He’s also a certified systems security professional and former security administrator.

Recently, the Genesee County offices fell prey to ransomware. “Ransomware” is malicious software, which holds data ransom by encrypting it and withholding the key until you pay what they are demanding. “It makes your information unusable,” he said.

This can happen to anyone, not just larger targets, such as the county government.

This happens for a multitude of reasons. “Malware” or computer viruses can gain access to your computer through an email. It’s called “phishing” when you receive those suspicious emails asking for banking information, for example.

Another common method is through online ads that have been co-opted and corrupted by spammers. An ad on an otherwise safe website could deliver a virus without even interacting with it.

The virus uses your web browser and helps itself to your files. “Boom, there goes your ransomware,” Erlenbeck said. “The user doesn’t do anything, it just happens.”

See HACKED on 14A

Back up your data is probably the best way to keep all that information safe. Saving documents, photos, music and anything else you need will make a virus attack easier to deal with.

NO DENTAL INSURANCE? NO PROBLEM!

• Adult Program
• Child Program
• PTP Periodontal Program

Your smile is forever and we want to make it easy and affordable for you to receive the dental care you deserve, and have a 5 Star Smile!

Visit: 5starsmile.net to get started

Affordable Dental Care Is An Option!

Caring, Comprehensive, Complete Dental Team
5starsmile.net
1398 N. Leroy St. | Fenton
810-629-0601

Have you been hacked?
WHAT YOU MISSED IN THE MIDWEEK TIMES

COMPILED BY VERA HOGAN

The following are stories you may have missed in the Wednesday, April 24, Midweek Times. To subscribe and receive both the Midweek and Sunday Weekend editions, please call (810) 629-8282.

Our Future
Meet Brady Young, 18, a senior at Fenton High School.

Linden man facing multiple child porn felonies
Frank Borge Fell III, 72, is charged with downloading images on home computer.

Fenton man charged with domestic assault
Daniel Charles Ealovega, 39, is lodged in Genesee County Jail on $30,000 cash bond.

Generation Gap
Marlo Davidson, 85, of Holly, and Kelsey Hoerauf, 35, of Linden answer the question: what rewards and challenges have you faced as a woman in business?

WHAT IS BLIGHT?
Blight is solar panels along side of Michigan roads and blight is wind generators in Michigan’s scenic areas. All put there with taxpayer money.

NO, I WILL not sit down. I will not shut up. At every opportunity, I will proclaim that Rick Snyder is the greatest governor Michigan has had in our lifetime.

LET’S BE CLEAR. Responsibility for the Flint water crisis rests with Flint citizens. They chronically elect inept, corrupt, and criminal leadership. Elections have consequences and poisoned water is one.

THE SOCIALIST RICH. Generation after generation they never work. They avoid taxes yet use our hospitals, trains, planes and freeways. They enjoy the protection of our military, city and state police but never serve. Their contributions come from tax avoidance. The only real capitalists are the middle class.

I RECENTLY VISITED the Cancun Mexican restaurant in Fenton. Great cocktails, wonderful appealing food, excellent service, music and colorful atmosphere.

ARGENTINE TOWNSHIP SECURED grant money for its part of the LAFF Pathway cost, so why did Fenton, Linden and Fenton Township resort to sticking their residents with an intentionally under-publicized May 7 tax grab?

DID YOU KNOW that ‘renewal’ is just a code word for ‘increase’? If you don’t pass a tax renewal, your taxes go down. Passing it is an increase over what your taxes could be.

IN RESPONSE TO the writer about choosing a doctor. I would never choose a doctor if I knew he became one only for money. Never.

HOT LINE CONTINUED

WHAT IS BLIGHT? Blight is solar panels along side of Michigan roads and blight is wind generators in Michigan’s scenic areas. All put there with taxpayer money.
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LET’S BE CLEAR. Responsibility for the Flint water crisis rests with Flint citizens. They chronically elect inept, corrupt, and criminal leadership. Elections have consequences and poisoned water is one.

THE SOCIALIST RICH. Generation after generation they never work. They avoid taxes yet use our hospitals, trains, planes and freeways. They enjoy the protection of our military, city and state police but never serve. Their contributions come from tax avoidance. The only real capitalists are the middle class.

I RECENTLY VISITED the Cancun Mexican restaurant in Fenton. Great cocktails, wonderful appealing food, excellent service, music and colorful atmosphere.

ARGENTINE TOWNSHIP SECURED grant money for its part of the LAFF Pathway cost, so why did Fenton, Linden and Fenton Township resort to sticking their residents with an intentionally under-publicized May 7 tax grab?

DID YOU KNOW that ‘renewal’ is just a code word for ‘increase’? If you don’t pass a tax renewal, your taxes go down. Passing it is an increase over what your taxes could be.

IN RESPONSE TO the writer about choosing a doctor. I would never choose a doctor if I knew he became one only for money. Never.

TRIAL
Continued from Front Page
the Livingston County Sheriff’s Office said an 18-year-old South Lyon female reported the incident to the sheriff’s office Dec. 17, 2018. He said the female alleged she had been sexually assaulted two days prior at a residence in Tyrone Township. She identified the suspect as Dedivanaj.

Attorney Michael Manley is representing Dedivanaj in this case. Following Tuesday’s court hearing, Manley said, “The burden of proof required to have a trial is minimal. After hearing the evidence presented, I am confident that Mr. Dedivanaj will be completely vindicated.”
I AM GLAD to see that Gov. Whitmer is smart enough to at least examine the straits tunnel as an option for shipping oil and gas through Michigan. Completely stopping shipment would be financially and environmentally irresponsible. DEMOCRATS CONTINUE TO prove they are mentally ill in their complete hatred of Donald Trump. WITH THE DEMOCRATS, you just can’t win. Their own investigator said there wasn’t enough evidence. Now, the Democrats want to redo the whole thing because they aren’t happy with the outcome. Incredible.

THE HOT LINE poster asked what the agenda of the ‘cry wolf’ climatologists is. It’s simple. Make as much money as they can. Al Gore flies around in a Gulfstream costing about $35 million. They can. Al Gore flies around in a Gulfstream costing about $35 million. Completely stopping shipment would be financially and environmentally irresponsible.

THE HOT LINE poster asked what the agenda of the ‘cry wolf’ climatologists is. It’s simple. Make as much money as they can. Al Gore flies around in a Gulfstream costing about $35 million. It spews more pollution per mile than a thousand cars do in a year.

HOW CAN ONE not be excited about a walking, skating, bicycle path that connects our little towns? I just hope it happens during my lifetime.

YOU WOULD THINK with the massive tax relief you got from Trump’s tax cuts you could afford to pay for some upgrades in our community.

SO, 2.25 MILLS for Fenton schools? You must be kidding? This community, schools and public works need to start budgeting toward rewarding the homeowners, not running them out of town. Tax tax. Sorry, we’ve had enough.

MICHIGAN HUNTERS SHOULD be able to pursue the sandhill cranes — as a game species, resolutions introduced in the state House and Senate proclaim. House Resolution 61 and Senate Resolution 30 ask the Natural Resources Commission to add the birds to the state game species list and to seek federal approval.

THE RABBIT AND eggs are symbols of our northern Native European religion. They represent rebirth and fertility that we celebrate during the Spring Equinox, which is dedicated to Ostara the Germanic Goddess of fertility or as the Christian Saint Bede called her, Esotre, which is where your word for Easter comes from.

Lake Fenton High School senior Brianna Johnson won the Youth Entrepreneurship Pitch Challenge Tuesday, April 16. Photo: Hannah Ball

‘Green Grocer’ wins business pitch competition

Students compete in Youth Entrepreneurship Pitch Challenge

By Hannah Ball

Lake Fenton — An environmentally friendly grocery store.

A service that runs errands for you while you’re at work.

A food catering business.

These were a few of the business ideas pitched by 10 Lake Fenton High School students Tuesday, April 16 during the Youth Entrepreneurship Pitch Challenge, a nationwide program in which Genesee County participates.

The winner, senior Brianna Johnson, pitched “The Green Grocer,” a store that focuses on reducing waste at grocery stores. She won a $100 gift card and will compete against winners from other districts at the Genesee Career Institute on May 1.

Shannon Fray, Lake Fenton High School teacher, organized the event, which was funded through the Mott Foundation. They provided a $100 gift card to the winner, $50 gift card to second place and a $25 gift card to third place.

“The goal was to get kids in a growth, entrepreneurial spirit. Get that growth potential that they have in them,” she said.

Students have never run out of money while building a storefront or been told “no” in the “real world” yet, Fray said, so she wanted to take advantage of that blind faith to get them to be creative.

She said it went “really well.”

The students, dressed in business attire, stood in front of three judges to deliver their pitches. Judges included Chelsea Mills, owner of Behind Your Design, Michael Cicalo, who works at General Motors and is on the Lake Fenton Board of Education, and Kimberly Pfeiffer, a real estate agent for Lasco Real Estate.

The second place winner was sophomore Cody Sheltraw with the “Charcoal Absorber,” a company that makes a beanbag style odor-absorber to put in your locker, backpack and more.

Third place went to junior Mackenzie Moore, who pitched “Moore Festive,” a company that decorates homes for the holidays.

Fray hoped the Youth Entrepreneurship Pitch Challenge would show the students that they can start their own business.

“For so long, we were so post-secondary minded. We only wanted kids to go to college and that was the only option. But now we’re looking more at trade and vocational programs and we’re looking at these entrepreneurial options,” she said. “It’s to give them more options.”
It’s turtle crossing season

By Hannah Ball

A turtle crossing the road is not an unusual sight in spring, especially because the tri-county area is rich with inland lakes. But what do you do with the turtle? Leave it? Move it to a water source?

“When you see a turtle crossing the road, you can move the turtle to the other side of the roadway if you can do so safely,” said Holly Vaughn, wildlife communications coordinator with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR).

She said to keep the turtle facing the same direction they were originally going and place them in the grass.

“Over the next few months, turtles will be moving quite a bit. Females will be moving from the water onto land and they will sometimes move fairly long distances to get to a desirable nesting location. If you see a turtle in your yard, it could be a female laying eggs,” she said.

Caution is advised with snapping turtles, which can be identified by their longer legs and spiky ridge. Snapping turtles are longer than other turtle breeds.

“It is quite dangerous to move a large snapping turtle. They have long necks and extremely powerful jaws. If you do attempt to move a snapping turtle, make sure to handle them at the back of the shell near the tail. Never pick up a turtle by the tail — it can damage the tail,” Vaughn said.

Wearing gloves is not necessary, but make sure to wash your hands afterward.

In southeast Michigan, the most common breeds of turtles are painted turtles, snapping turtles, spiny soft-shell turtles and map turtles. It’s also not advised to capture turtles found in the wild to keep them as pets. Vaughn said this affects the turtle population and that the animals should be left in the wild.

More animals — raccoons and opossums

According to the DNR, Michigan is experiencing a “progressive loss” of woodlands and farmlands to development, meaning less land is available to wildlife. This includes raccoons, who often like to hide in chimneys and attics as alternative shelter to woodlands.

The DNR recommends eliminating the attraction for these animals, such as raccoon and opossums, which get into people’s trash, hide under decks and irritate pets. Pick up any refuse, garbage and pet food outdoors around the building.

The raccoon population is increasing. With a permit, the DNR allows hunting and trapping for the animals, which is the preferred and most practical method of population control. They can be captured and set free under the nuisance animal control program guidelines.

Raccoons can only be set free in the county they were captured in. Go to michigan.gov to see more rules.

---

Spring Fling!

Amazing savings. One night only.

May 3rd | 4-9pm

Come Enjoy Food & Drinks
Free onsite parking

Skin & Vein Center
305 N. Leroy St. • Fenton
810-629-9200
WWW.SKINANDVEIN.COM
The Fenton Beautification Commission bagged 500 saplings to be given away for free. Paul Overmyer does the initial sorting, while (from left) Pat Lockwood, Dawn Overmyer and Denise Penwell bag them. The commission purchased the saplings from the Arbor Day Foundation. Arbor Day 2019 was Friday, April 26. The commission delivered 300 saplings to third-grade students at Fenton Area Public Schools and distributed nearly 200 at Fenton City Hall on Friday.  

Photo: Tim Jagielo

Linden Kitchen & Bath, Inc. wins 14th President’s Club Award
Showplace Cabinetry recently named Linden Kitchen & Bath, Inc. a 14th-year “President’s Club Award” winner for exceptional cabinetry sales, placing them among the top Showplace dealers nationwide. “In 2018, as a company, we celebrated our best year yet in terms of sales volume. That continued growth and success is made possible by the hard work and dedication of successful, valued dealer-partners like Linden Kitchen & Bath,” said Paul Sova, Showplace president and CEO.

Holly High School 119th Banquet & Meeting
Attention all graduates of Holly High School. The Alumni Association will hold its 119th Banquet and Meeting on Saturday, June 1, at Holly High School, 6161 E. Holly Rd., Holly. Social hour begins at 5 p.m., followed by dinner at 6:30 p.m. The meeting is at 7:30 p.m. Space is limited. Advance dinner reservations are required. Tickets are $20. To reserve your spot, send check to Holly High School Alumni, P.O. Box 361, Holly, MI 48442 no later than May 15. Include all (maiden) names, year of graduation for each ticket ordered, and if not a graduate, indicate “G” for guest. For any other details, call (248) 328-0939.

Call 810-593-1624 for a complimentary Retirement Readiness Report today!  

www.KaydanWealthManagement.com | 329 W. Silver Lake Road, Fenton, MI 48430 | P 810-593-1624 | F 810-593-1643

Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc. and Kaydan Wealth Management, Inc. Kaydan Wealth Management, Inc. is not a registered broker/dealer and is independent of Raymond James Financial Services. The Forbes ranking of Best-In-State Wealth Advisors, developed by SHOOK Research is based on an algorithm of qualitative criteria and quantitative data. Those advisors that are considered have a minimum of 7 years of experience, and the algorithm weighs factors like revenue trends, AUM, compliance records, industry experience and those that encompass best practices in their practices and approach to working with clients. Out of 29,334 advisors nominated by their firms, 3,477 received the award. Barron's is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Company, L.P. All rights reserved. The rankings are based on data provided by over 4,000 individual advisors and their firms and include qualitative and quantitative criteria. Factors included in the rankings: assets under management, revenue produced for the firm, regulatory record, quality of practice and philanthropic work. Investment performance is not an explicit component of these rankings because not all advisors have audited results and because performance figures often are influenced more by clients' risk tolerance than by an advisor's investment picking abilities. These rankings are not indicative of advisor’s future performance, are not an endorsement, and may not be representative of individual clients' experience. Neither Raymond James nor any of its Financial Advisors or RIA firms pay a fee in exchange for this award/rating. Raymond James is not affiliated with Forbes, Shook Research, LLC, or Barron's. *Source: Financial Planning Association.
Assembled community causes and artists committed to supporting in her community. The is to create a positive “cause and affect” years, owner/artist Annie Anglim’s goal next to Fenton Flowers & Gifts, cel -
opened March 2 at 126 N. LeRoy St.

By Sally Rummel

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT: Cause & Affect Gallery brings art with a purpose

A resident of Fenton for more than 30 years, owner/artist Annie Anglim’s goal is to create a positive “cause and affect” in her community. The first recipient will be the Fenton Arts Council for their Arts Are The Heart summer programs.

Anglim has her own working art studio, Anglim Art & Design, inside the gallery, where she also conducts workshops on various art forms. An open studio is held every Tuesday, from 4 to 7 p.m.

The gallery has also partnered with Buy The Change, a group of women artisans living in poverty where opportunity is scarce and exploitation is common. Buying their goods at fair trade provides life-saving income for these women from Cambodia, India and Kenya.

Cause & Affect Gallery is open Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Friday, 12 to 8 p.m., Saturday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., closed Sunday and Monday. For more details, call (810) 354-8214.

HOT LINE CONTINUED

I WOULD REALLY like to know exactly who is paying the illegal aliens to march to our borders. Most of them look pretty well fed and have nice clothes. There also seems to be many more military-aged young men.

AMERICANS ARE FORTUNATE to live in a country where most citizens can live comfortably on their wages and less fortunate citizens and foreigners all over the world are helped by American taxpayers. Should any foreigner be given financial preference over the needs of America and our citizens?

FENTON IS NOT Royal Oak. Do not install parking meters. We’re a small town. Let’s keep it that way.

THANK YOU, VERA Hogan, for your very informative article, ‘Say no to plastic.’

POLITICIANS DO HAVE standards; they are just really, really low.

TO THE PERSON asking for money in front of Burger King… turn around, they are hiring and so is every place.
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IT’S THE END of April. Take down your Christmas decorations and clean up your yard on Seymour Road.

HERE WE GO again. The media ‘experts’ have already awarded the Michigan Wolverines with the Big 10 title and a place in the national title game. LOL.

I’M FOR THE ‘pathways.’ We need safe routes for our kids to walk to school. Also not everyone owns a car to access employment.

PEOPLE ASK HOW anyone can vote for Trump. Well, I believe our founding fathers knew what they were doing when they wrote the Constitution. I will vote for the person most likely to support most what I believe in, and don’t care if they are male, female, black, white, or gay.

I AM ZERO percent American Indian, zero percent immigrant and yes, I do belong here. I reject the liberal claim that ‘we are all immigrants’ with no moral claim to America. I was born an American, served my county faithfully and will die a 100-percent American.

GRAND BLANC OUTDOORS
810-695-3580 | GrandBlancOutdoors.co
410 E. Grand Blanc Road • Mon-Fri 9-6 & Sat 9-3
*Mention ad for sale price. Offer expires May 15th. Delivery available

Spring into Summer CRAFT SHOW
Saturday, May 4, 2019 • 10am - 4pm

Find the perfect gift for Mom or Dad!

— HAYA Bake Sale —
$2 Admission
Benefits the Hadley House Museum • 248-634-5338 • 248-634-7946

— Karl Richter Community Center —
300 East Street • Holly
(South off Maple)

Outdoor LIVING

Lifelike Steel Geese 30”
$99.99
Now! Assembled $399*

Reg. $428

Portland Hardwood bench with 2 chairs and end table
in fashionable teal. Looks great on a patio.

Reg. $576.99

NOW! $544.99*

Entertain on your deck with this handsome Claremont 56” Bar and 4 padded seat stools

NOW! Assembled

Protect your beautiful patio furniture with Protective Covers®
All sizes available.

$10 OFF
Any cover $30 or more
Limit 2 with ad

$10 OFF
Any cover $30 or more
Limit 2 with ad

Protect your beautiful patio furniture with Protective Covers®
All sizes available.

$10 OFF
Any cover $30 or more
Limit 2 with ad

Protect your beautiful patio furniture with Protective Covers®
All sizes available.
HOT LINE CONTINUED

YOUR REVISIONIST HISTORY is malarkey. A cursory review of prosperous countries vs. third world countries reveals capitalism as the root cause for growth and prosperity. Socialism is the greatest creator of poverty.

CITING NIXON’S ETHICS for releasing tax returns disproves your entire argument. Fact: Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush and Obama are only eight of 45 presidents. Eighty-two percent of presidents have not released tax returns. Trump is in the majority on this issue. Stop Googling; think for yourself.

FDR’S ‘WORKS PROGRAM’ did nothing to reduce Depression-era poverty. Selling arms to the world during WWII did. The creation of the American middle class during the 40s and 50s resulted from capitalism.

HACKED
Continued from Page 8A

What can you do to protect your computer and devices?
Erlenbeck said anti-virus software is one layer of protection against malware.
PCmag.com listed its top 17 choices for free anti-malware software for computers. Its first choice was Avast Free Antivirus 2017; its second was Kaspersky Free. AVG AntiVirus Free is its third choice.
Erlenbeck suggests checking out the UM-Flint’s own “safe computing” website at safecomputing.umich.edu. It has several helpful topics.
To secure your mobile device in public, the site suggests using a passcode to keep your phone safer if it’s stolen.
For laptops and mobile devices, you should also stay on WiFi networks you trust, and keep the software for both updated so it can recognize the most current forms of malware.
Backing up your data is probably the best way to keep all that information safe. Saving documents, photos, music and anything else you need will make a virus attack easier to deal with.
Store them in an external hard drive or thumb drive, not permanently connected to your computer, or store it in the cloud.
The “cloud” is online data storage, such as Google Drive or Dropbox.
So what do you do if you’re infected with ransomware?
While situations vary, the best solution might be to reset your operating system and start over from scratch. This solution doesn’t require a professional’s help.
“That’s a lot quicker, cleaner and easier if you don’t have to remove malicious software,” Erlenbeck said.
This is made much easier if you have all that data backed up, as discussed above.
Regardless of your data, the first step is not to pay the demands. “If you pay you’re just funding the next wave of ransomware,” he said. Also there’s no guarantee that if you pay, you’ll be able to unlock your information.
The next step is reporting it to the authorities. There’s unfortunately no guarantee a technology professional will be able to help unlock your information.
Because there are so many different kinds of ransomware or malware, there’s no single solution for all of them. “It’s complex; each individual case might be different,” Erlenbeck said.
Are millennials killing the housing industry?

- They save higher percentage of income than other generations

**By Sally Rummel**

College student Ray Kromer, 22, is defying all the statistics. The average student loan debt among the Class of 2018 is $29,800, he plans to graduate from college in 2020 or 2021 with little or no debt.

Anyone can do what he has done, said Kromer, “even if you’re already in college and on a path of big student loan debt. Get a job, use that money for college and maybe earn half of your way. You’ll be impoverished now but it’s only temporary. You’ll feel so much better when you get out of school and have options.”

Kromer started early on his plans to pay his own way through college since his sophomore year at Fenton High School.

“My parents aren’t rich,” he said. “My dad’s a math teacher and my mom runs a non-profit but is mostly a stay-at-home mom. I’m the oldest with four brothers and sisters after me. My younger brother, Dean, 20, is already on his way to graduating from college debt-free.”

Kromer knew he would pay for college with scholarships, grants and Tuition Assistance Programs at work. “I had a Plan A, Plan B, even a Plan C,” Kromer said. “Every job I’ve had was determined to be DEBT-FREE on 17A.”

“**You’ll be impoverished now but it’s only temporary. You’ll feel so much better when you get out of school and have options.**”

- **Millennial financial issues**

Brice Carter, a certified financial planner and a millennial, hosts the podcast Prosperity by the Pint, where he talks about money while drinking beer. In one episode, he discussed financial problems millennials face.

Carter, who lives in Fenton Township, cited a USA Today article that stated the median income for millennials is approximately $40K a year.

“Which is 20 percent less than baby boomers at this stage in life when they were our age,” he said. “That is outstanding. At our age, compared to the baby boomers at our age, our net worth is 56 percent less.”

Millennials are better educated than previous generations. According to Pew Research, approximately 39 percent of millennials had a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2018 compared to only 15 percent of the silent generation in 1968 and 25 percent of baby boomers in 1982.

Student debt is a major issue. According to National Public Radio, student loan debt has more than doubled in the U.S. to around $1.5 trillion. Fewer benefits are offered, too. In the 1980s, 60 percent of private companies provided a pension. Today, it’s 4 percent.

“We have less income, we’re starting working later because we’re going to college which has led us to have student loans and our benefits are worse. Millennials are knocked for being entitled and lazy but I don’t think it’s warranted,” Carter said in his podcast.

**Effect on economy**

Headlines about millennials killing industries are frequent, but not all are true. The Federal Reserve estimates that student debt is one of the reasons fewer millennials are buying homes. Homeownership rates for people ages 24 to 32 dropped nearly 9 percent between 2005 and 2014. About 20 percent of that decline can be attributed to student debt, according to the Federal Reserve.

Some financial experts say this doesn’t mean millennials will never be able to afford a house; they’ll just wait until later in life. Approximately 40 percent of people who go to college do not finish in six years, according to the Housing Finance Policy Center at the Urban Institute. This delays financial stability and marriage.

Millennials are still buying cars. From 2007 to 2011, the number of cars purchased by people aged 18 to 34 fell nearly 30 percent, according to Edmunds.com, but millennials came back full force in 2012. Young adults are now buying cars at a higher rate than they did 11 years ago, according to a National Automobile Dealers Association study that came out in 2018.

**See MILLENNIALS on 17A**
HOT LINE CONTINUED

MY PROPERTY TAXES are higher than my house payment. The city wants to raise the taxes to 1.2 mills for a pathway and now they want to raise the mills another 2.5, which will raise your taxes by $200 to $400 more a year. Vote ‘no’ on May 7.

WELL IT’S APRIL 24 at 8:10 a.m. and here comes the yellow bomber. I guess it is officially spring. Editor’s note: Advanced Pest Management coordinates the aerial larvicide operation with Evans Aviation, which will conduct the flights (in the small yellow plane) to treat approximately 600 acres of swamps and other areas not reachable by vehicle.

HERE IS ONE taxpayer who has benefited from Trump’s tax cut. My income increased by $912 from last year and my income tax decreased by $1,075.

IN THE FUTURE, people will look at our garages the way we look at horse sheds.

I, FOR ONE, cannot wait until the pathway gets put in. What an amazing improvement to our area.

U.S. MEASLES CASES in 2019 have climbed to their highest level in 25 years in a resurgence largely attributed to misinformation that is turning parents against vaccines.

NO WAY WILL I vote for the Fenton schools millage increase. Time to do some budgeting.

Secure her dreams

Protect her future with life insurance from Auto-Owners Life Insurance Company, because it’s not about your life, it’s about theirs.

CENTER OF HOPE

Continued from Page 3A

What sets Fenton Center of Hope apart from other need-based organizations is that they look for the root problem that is causing a person to experience hunger, unemployment or homelessness. They also are strict about working only with local families in the Fenton (60 percent), Linden (20 percent) and Holly (20 percent) geographical areas.

Fenton Center of Hope has a huge, well-stocked, on-site free-choice food pantry/warehouse that is merchandised like a grocery store, including shopping carts; a baby closet for infant and toddler necessities and lifestyle classes in crockpot cooking, freezer meals and budgeting for people who need help with these skills.

Currently, six churches partner together to help with the food pantry, on the Fenton Center of Hope campus at 2525 W. Shiawassee Ave, in Fenton.

They also have certified car seat installers on staff to help families keep their children safe in all different vehicle makes and models.

When someone comes to them in need, either Bob or Jennifer Strygulec, or both, sit down with that person to evaluate their needs and set forth a process that will improve their situation for the longterm. What that looks like depends on the individual — it may be a better paying job, an apartment or regular food on their family’s table.

All of this work is accomplished by a team of nearly 60 people, including the Strygulecs. Providing an even larger network of resources is the partnerships that Fenton Center of Hope fosters with more than 70 churches, businesses and organizations on a local, state and national scale.

A recent partner addition is the international disaster relief agency, Convoy of Hope, one of only two such partnerships in Michigan.

“IT’S ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY FOR US TO GET products like Kellogg’s Cereals from their million-square-foot warehouse,” Bob said.

The need is growing locally

One to one-and-a-half years ago, the Fenton Center of Hope assisted 84 families per month. In 2019, this organization is serving more than 200 families per month.
DEBT-FREE
Continued from Page 15A
by how it would benefit my goals for college. Even if one job paid less per hour than another, if it came with a Tuition Assistance Program, I took it.”

He admits he had to put a lot of typical teenage activities on hold while he pursued his goals for college. His senior year was spent working on scholarship applications. “A lot of kids don’t even touch the packet,” he said. “I filled out every single one.”

His efforts paid off. He earned the $5,000 per year John F. and Edith L. Wilsterman Scholarship Trust, plus other merit-based scholarships.

Kromer’s criteria for choosing a college was its affordability, from tuition to living expenses, the cost of five years versus four, etc.

Now in his fourth year at Oakland University in Rochester, Kromer is majoring in operations management with a minor in finance. His goal is to work in the space industry, either rocket technology, NASA’s Rover programs or SpaceX.

Kromer credits his parents, Dave and Tami Kromer of Tyrone Township, with instilling him with a hard work ethic and a lot of financial support from the sidelines.

“My parents have done a lot for me, from letting me live at home this year for just $100 a month to pay for food and insurance, to providing access to a car for my commute. It’s a lot cheaper than having an apartment,” he said.

Kromer worked at McDonald’s in Hartland and took advantage of its Tuition Assistance Program which provides $2,500 per year if you work for 15 hours a week for three months. He recently picked up another job at Two Men & A Truck, a moving company.

He plans to save about $6,000 this summer, which will help fund his fifth year of school, along with a monthly tuition payment plan that he’ll pay out of pocket. He realizes that he may have to get a small student loan, but that would be his worst case scenario if he maxes out the credits he needs to take to graduate.

Other work advice for college students is that a job on campus will cost less in taxes than off-campus employment. He also sold plasma twice a week for food money and an allowance for saving up for things he wanted or needed to buy. “It takes a lot of budgeting and planning,” Kromer said.

MELLENNIALS
Continued from Page 15A

Millennial advantages

“We’re perhaps the most disruptive generation that this country’s ever seen, and I think that says a lot,” Carter said.

Millenials are more likely to use technology to track their money using apps such as Mint.

Carter mentioned how it’s easier now than ever to have a “side hustle,” or an extra way of making money besides a 9-5. This includes driving for Uber or Lyft, renting out a room for Airbnb and more.

One Nerdwallet article found that millennials are the best generation at saving. This age group saves approximately 10 percent of its income for retirement. Generation X saves about 8 percent and baby boomers save around 5 percent.

HOT LINE CONTINUED

VOTE ‘NO.’ TAXED enough already. Find another way to pay for your stuff. Start a GoFundMe page and see what you get.

I REALLY MISS the old Frank’s Tavern. I wish we had a seafood restaurant in town. I know I shouldn’t be complaining because we have a ton of restaurants to choose from. I just think a seafood restaurant would be a nice fit for Fenton.

Are stem cell injections right for you?

Learn more about your joint pain and treatment options. Call today!

www.orthomichigan.com
**NEWS BRIEFS**

**Compiled by Sharon Stone**

**McLaren welcomes pulmonologist to medical staff**

Ibrahim Al-Sanouri, MD, board certified pulmonologist, has joined the medical staff at McLaren Flint. Al-Sanouri is seeing patients at Pulmonary Associates, PC, G-3252 Beecher Rd., Suite C, Flint. Al-Sanouri completed fellowships in pulmonology, critical care and allergy immunology at Wayne State University School of Medicine in Detroit. He completed his residency at Case Western Reserve University Affiliated Hospitals in Youngstown, Ohio. He earned his medical degree from Damascus University in Damascus, Syria. Al-Sanouri is accepting new patients and can be reached by calling (810) 230-6800.

---

**GENESEE COUNTY**

**Continued from Front Page**

That goal was achieved.

In March 2017, Shapiro and Clerk John Gleason spoke at a press conference about putting the meeting minutes online. It cost the county $850, Shapiro said. The county has gone even further in transparency efforts.

Today, anyone can go to gc4me.com and find the minutes, along with explanations and informational packets on nearly every item on the agendas. The website now includes the agendas, a summary of the meetings and a video of the meeting if one was taken.

This doesn’t only apply to Board of Commissioner minutes. It also applies to the Finance Committee, the community and Economic Development Committee, the Public Works Committee and more.

“I’m very happy to see more transparency. In any situation there’s always more you can do, but certainly it’s far better than it was,” Shapiro said. “They used to post the agendas online, but not the minutes. It allowed a lot of things to fly under the radar. Commissioners would have closed-door conversations. Then they’d add something to the agenda last minute. The public was not really aware.”

Gleason said putting the information online was “easy.”

“We thought it was simple. We don’t like secrecy,” he said. “We thought there was a fair level of misdeeds. We fought hard to elevate the transparency in this county.”

These efforts help make the public aware of the many special assessment districts in the county. Residents can discover if there’s a project on their road that will affect roads or their finances.

The next step in transparency is live streaming the meetings as they occur. Gleason said he wishes to partner with Genesee District Libraries to show the meetings in their locations.

“The most important reasons for this transparency now is with the Flint water situation because of the different agencies and departments that deal with public health. They go before the board.”

This drastic change has made Genesee County more transparent than most local municipalities. Fenton, Fenton Township, Tyrone Township, Linden, Rose Township, Holly Township and Village all post their agendas and meeting minutes online. Argentine Township does not post agendas for meetings, but it does post minutes once they’ve been approved.

The townships of Fenton, Tyrone, Holly and Rose, along with the village of Holly, videotape their meetings.

Fenton Township meetings can be viewed on channel 191 for customers of Charter (Spectrum) Communications. The link to see Rose Township meetings is at the bottom of rosetownship.com under the “important information” tab, which will take you to YouTube. Tyrone Township, Holly Township and Holly Village meetings can be viewed on YouTube as well.

**Open Meetings Act of 1976**

This law states that all meetings of a public body must be open to the public and held in a public space. The public is allowed to videotape and live broadcast the proceedings. Prior approval from the applicable public body, such as a board or commission, is not necessary, but the public body can create reasonable rules to minimize disruptions.

---

**May 5th**

**CINCO DE MAYO**

**Specials**

**Taco de lengua & Chili de árbol**

**McNeill Construction**

Residential Remodel • New Construction • Roofing & Siding • Decks & Additions

**FREE BLOWN-IN INSULATION**

WITH NEW COMPLETE ROOF OR 15% OFF LABOR

Dan McNeill
810-931-8644
Licensed & Insured #210114607
PATHWAY
Continued from Front Page

an informational meeting Wednesday, April 24, at the Fenton Community and Cultural Center.

Voters in Fenton, Fenton Township and Linden will see on their May 7 ballot a millage question to amend the Southern Lakes Parks and Recreation charter to include levying 1.2 mills to raise funds for a nonmotorized pathway in the three municipalities. The 10-year millage would raise more than $1.4 million in the first year. The estimated cost of the pathways is almost $14 million.

The pathways would be 10 feet wide with 2-foot easements on either side. Plans also include sections of boardwalks, such as locations along Silver Lake, which will be 14 feet wide.

How many properties will be affected? What about easements?

On Silver Lake Road, there are 18 properties they need easements from, said Jeffrey Huhta, managing partner at Nowak & Fraus Engineers. He’s hoping property owners will donate the strip of property, but they are required by law to offer compensation based on a fair market value for the land. This number varies on the property.

“Hopefully we can do everything within the public right-of-way but we don’t know yet,” he said. The ditch next to the road is in the public right-of-way, and sometimes that right-of-way extends farther into someone’s yard.

There are some spots on Silver Lake Road where the houses are close to the road, and they will be constructing curb and gutter so the pathway can be closer to the road.

How many years will it actually take to complete this project?

Ed Koledo, chair of Southern Lakes Pathway Initiative, said it will take 10 years to collect the money, but the projects will not take 10 years.

Huhta said this job could be built out in as little as five years. It depends on how fast they can acquire grant dollars. They expect to start the Silver Lake Corridor in the spring of 2021. Owen and Fenton road pathways could be constructed simultaneously.

Why don’t you fix the roads first?

Pat Lockwood, Fenton mayor pro tem, said the November 2018 road millage that would have funded construction for improved roads in Fenton and Linden failed at the ballots.

“When you look at the city’s budget, you know there’s no way the city can spend that kind of money to fix all the roads,” she said, adding that they’re in discussions with the state about how revenue sharing has decreased over the years, reducing the city’s revenue. She mentioned how redoing two-and-a-half streets in one subdivision cost $800,000. Fenton City Council is working on other options to fix the roads.

Are you going to expand current sidewalks to match the pathway?

Huhta said it boils down to how many grant dollars they will receive and what the priorities will be. He believes the goal will be to have consistent pathways along the trails, but creating pathways where there isn’t one is going to be a higher priority.

How were the routes determined?

Genesee County did a countywide survey about five years ago to gain public input on recreation. Huhta said they looked at population density and chose areas that would connect the most people, such as subdivisions.

Will there be road lane closures?

Silver Lake Road is “probably” a six-month long construction process, Huhta said. Work would coincide with the typical Michigan construction season, from June to October or November. He expects some intermittent lane closures along the roads when they’re constructing curbs and gutters, but closures would typically take place between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., not during rush hours.

“...A good portion of it would be done without any lane closures at all,” Huhta said. “I would expect we would do it under flag control.”

Who would handle maintenance and snow removal?

SLPR would handle maintenance. The municipalities would have to decide if they want to use the pathways during the winter months.

Are electric bicycles allowed?

Koledo said yes. He cited a Michigan statute that allowed electric bicycles on nonmotorized pathways as long as they don’t go faster than a certain speed.

About the pathway and funding

The first section to be built would be a pathway on the south side of the Silver Lake Corridor, from Triangle Park in Linden to connecting sidewalks in Fenton. Huhta said this corridor would create an 11-mile loop for recreation.

The next two planned projects would be a pathway on Owen Road and one on Fenton Road to Thompson Road. It would connect to the Thompson Road Regional Dog Park.

SLPR is hoping to get duel bonds to pay for the pathway — one for the Silver Lake Road pathway and one for the next phases. They would use money from the millage to pay off the bond and to apply for more grants.

“You need to have that money to match the funds they’re going to give you for whatever the requirements are,” Koledo said, adding that sometimes they need to match 25 or 50 percent.

“This would allow us to have that coming in, have that connectability, and it just really amplifies (the process).”

What happens after 10 years?

It is not automatically renewed. If the community wishes to build more pathways after the 10 years, another millage can be voted on.

What happens if the vote fails in one municipality?

It fails. The vote has to pass in all three municipalities for it to be approved. Lockwood said the charter amendment on the ballot requires a majority vote of the electors in each municipality according to the Metropolitan District Act, which SLPR operates under.
GUS MACKER

The Fenton Regional Chamber of Commerce is excited to enter into a 5th year partnership with the Linden Community Schools for a Gus Macker Basketball Tournament. New this year, due to continued growth, the event will be relocated to Linden High School.

For the second year in a row, the fun starts long before the Gus Macker Tournament actually begins with Macker Mondays! Leading up to the Macker tournament, you can enter this 3-point contest by registering at the event every Monday on June 3rd, 10th, and 17th from 5pm to 7pm! Participants will take their shots from a 19-foot distance and will get 12 shots, four each from center, left and right. The top scorers will be invited to a shoot-off during Macker weekend on June 22nd, where a final winner will take home a cash prize of $250! “You can come every week to better your performance,” said Linda Hathaway, co-chairperson of the Gus Macker.

We’re in the process of securing the location and sponsor so stay tuned for details! However, if you have been accepted to college to play basketball, you can’t accept prize money for playing, according to National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules. Registration for the Tournament is now open, so get your 4 person team together for Linden’s Gus Macker Tournament on June 22nd and 23rd. For more information, contact the Chamber at (810) 629-5447.

MACKER MONDAYS

3-POINT CONTEST
5pm - 7pm, June 3rd, 10th, and 17th
Location to be announced

12 SHOTS PER ENTRY
NCAA Players not eligible

FINAL SHOOT-OFF
June 22nd
Located at Gus Macker Tournament

MACKER MONDAYS 2019 EVENTS DATELINE

May 4th
Habiba Middle Eastern Grill Ribbon Cutting
2:00pm

May 16th
Networking @ Noon
Quantum Industrial Supply
11:30am – 1:30pm

May 31st
More Than Just Golf Scramble
Coyote Preserve

June 20th
Networking @ Noon
Crim Foundation & Fenton Farms
11:30am – 1:30pm

June 22nd & 23rd
Gus Macker Basketball Tournament
Linden High School

July 4th
Fenton Freedom Festival

July 18th
 Networking @ Noon
Peabody Insurance Agency
11:30am – 1:30pm

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!

Gus Macker Tournament
Linden High School

MAIL-IN DEADLINE:
MAY 31
ONLINE DEADLINE:
JUNE 3

FENTON REGIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Executive Board: Chairman: Doug Fairbanks - Hartland Insurance Agency (810) 632-5161 • Vice Chairman: Ed Koledo - Helmets to Hard Hats (517) 241-6712
Treasurer: Jacquie Ochs - Financial Plus Credit Union (810) 244-2543 • Secretary: Dr. Nicole Wax - Dr. Wax Orthodontics (810) 458-6188
Past Chairman: Matt Sherrow - Fenton Winery & Brewery (810) 373-4194
Executive Committee: Joel Gibbons - Lewis & Knopf CPAs (810) 629-1500 • Stacey Webb - The State Bank (810) 629-3892
Board: Tracy Aubuchon - Rejuv Ave. Skin Spa (810) 701-8088 • Pastor Andrew Borunick - Faith City Church (810) 750-2200 • Russ Gieselski - Linden Community Schools (810) 591-0983
Mike Green - CRUST - a baking company (810) 629-8882 • Adam Hartley - Fenton Area Public Schools (810) 591-4700 • Kevin Messing - Edward Jones Investments (810) 629-2189 (work)
Dawn Placek - Legacy Realty Professionals (810) 223-1341 • Tom Rupp - Brown & Brown Insurance (810) 629-1566 • Mike Scully - Sharp Funeral Homes (810) 629-9321
Will Stiverson - E-Core Services (810) 610-9581 (work) • Julie Williams - Lake Fenton Schools (810) 591-4141

JUNE 22-23 LINDEN HIGH SCHOOL

Fenton Regional Chamber of Commerce
Golf Scramble
Coyote Preserve Golf Course | May 31st | 9:00am Shotgun start

Sponsoring Program:
Behind Your Design, LLC

Breakfast:
BRSI Retirement Solutions, Inc.

Lunch:
SERVPRO of Fenton
Hartland Insurance Agency

Team Photo:
Sawyer Jewelers

60-ft. Putt:
Vic Canever Chevrolet

DEPARTING October 22, 2019

For more information, please contact Shelly Day at (810) 629-5447

TOURS INCLUDE:
• Edinburgh Castle
• Rosslyn Chapel
• Glasgow Cathedral
• Stirling Castle, St. Andrews Castle
• Edinburgh and Glasgow City Tours

Scottish Highlights:
• 1 night Holyrood Palace & 2 night Inverness
• 6 nights hotel accommodation
• Round trip transfers between airports and hotel while overseas
• Round trip scheduled airfare
• Discovery Program guide
• Complimentary post-departure

If booked by May 31st, the cost is $2,999* (per person, based on double-occupancy)

Thursday, May 16, 2019
13019 Airpark Dr. - Flint (Only 10 minutes from Fenton)
Doors open at 11:30 am - Announcements & Drawings at 12:00 pm
For direction call 810.629.5447
Holly doubles team April Tetlow (right) and Jenna Johnson won this match against Fenton. Photo: Chris Summers

**Holly tennis enjoying another strong season**

By David Troppens

Fenton — During their Holly varsity girls tennis careers seniors Taylor Barrett and Megan McReynolds have enjoyed great success.

As freshmen, the Bronchos placed sixth at the Division 2 state meet, and each of the last two seasons they have placed fifth. The squad has dominated Metro action and have had some pretty eye-popping performances at regional competitions as well.

Now the only question that remains is what does this class do for an encore? So far, the results have been pretty impressive in Flint Metro League action.

The Holly Bronchos are 3-0 in Metro dual play after beating Fenton 8-0 on Tuesday as well as Clio 6-2 and Kearsley 7-1 on Wednesday.

“It means a lot to me because I’ve been around since I was 8 and have traveled with these girls since I was in seventh grade,” McReynolds said about the Holly tradition. “Being on the team my freshman year was a dream to me, and then going that far at state and then the next year further is exciting. This year we have really high expectations. We hope we can go even further.”

“We’ve all worked hard,” Barrett said. “We put the effort in and we just have fun together. That’s all that really matters.

**continued at myfenton.com**

Fenton boys track collects two more wins

By David Troppens

Fenton — The Fenton varsity boys track team keeps on rolling along.

The Tigers improved to 4-0 in Metro action with a couple of dominating wins at home on Wednesday.

The Tigers took 12 overall firsts in a three-way dual meet with Linden and Owosso, earning a 99-38 win against Owosso and a 109-28 victory against Linden. The Eagles defeated Owosso by a tight 69-66 margin, earning four overall firsts.

“The team responded and performed at a very high level,” Fenton varsity boys track and field coach Anthony McMillan said. “We put some kids in different events to test them and they handled it very well.

“Being 4-0 is obviously good. We are working hard and improving every day. This team has some lofty goals this year and they are putting in the work to achieve those goals.”

**continued at myfenton.com**

**Bronchos’ pitching sparks DH sweep vs. Brandon**

By David Troppens

Holly — If pitching ends up deciding the Flint Metro League baseball race, the Holly Bronchos should feel good about their chances of being a serious contender for the title.

After holding Owosso to just two runs in the Bronchos’ first Metro doubleheader of the season on Monday, the Bronchos’ pitchers did even better on Thursday, holding Brandon scoreless in both games as Holly swept the home doubleheader.

In the opener, Mason Jewell took just 82 pitches to record a four-hit, one walk seven-inning shutout in a 1-0 Holly victory. He struck out seven batters, throwing 61 strikes among his 82 pitches.

In the nightcap, Brenden Kreft needed 63 pitches in six innings to record a shutout. He tossed 47 strikes out of 63 pitches and struck out five. He walked none.

In the opener, Holly scored the only run in the bottom of the first inning. With one out, consecutive walks to Garrett VanGilder, Aaron Lockitski and Michael Aguilar set up the threat. Jacob Bridgewater responded with an RBI-single, making it a 1-0 lead.

Holly’s Garrett VanGilder tags a Brandon runner out at second base during the Bronchos’ doubleheader sweep. Photo: David Troppens

Fenton’s Nolan Day (front) and Grant Maxheimer compete in the 3,200 meter relay during Wednesday’s meet. Photo: David Troppens

**continued at myfenton.com**

**Freshman’s goal leads Tigers past Eagles, 2-1**

By David Troppens

Linden — On a team dominated by strong senior players, the Fenton varsity girls soccer team had a freshman step up against the Tigers’ biggest rivals Wednesday night.

Freshman Celeste Hindmon scored what ended up being the game-winning goal, with 34 minutes left in the game, leading the Tigers to a 2-1 victory against the Linden Eagles.

The win keeps the Tigers (4-0) atop the Flint Metro League standings as Fenton approaches the midpoint of the season.

**continued at myfenton.com**

**Linden’s Autumn Stamos and Fenton’s Erin Conroy**

Linden’s Autumn Stamos and Fenton’s Erin Conroy
Fenton girls track remains perfect; Linden squad splits

By David Troppens

Fenton — The Fenton varsity girls track team isn’t eager to see its three-year run atop the Metro League end any time soon.

In fact, the squad is halfway to a perfect dual Metro League record after Wednesday.

The Tigers defeated Owosso 93-43 and Linden 98-35, putting them in a first-place tie atop the Metro with Holly with both holding a 4-0 league record.

The Tigers dominated its meet with Linden and Owosso, earning overall firsts in 12 events. Alexa Keiser was one of the biggest stars, earning individual firsts in three events.

Keiser won the 800-meter run (2:22.63), the 1,600 (5:26.05) and the 3,200 (12:55.27). She also was the team’s only four-time winner during the meet, helping the 3,200 relay squad (10:56.78). She teamed with Abbey Lee, Kierra Ryan and Avery Logan for the first.

Cassandra Campbell was the team’s star in the hurdle events. She won the 100 hurdles (15.68) and the 300 hurdles (45.86). Four other individuals won individual events. Katie Klump won the 100 (13.14) while Cambria Tiemann won the 200 (28.27). Hanna Chapin won the pole vault (9-feet-0) and Kaitlin Bayer took the top spot in the 400 (1:04.71).

Two other relays took firsts. Klump, Liberty Desjardins, Vien Sturm and Cassandra Campbell won the 400 relay (52.22) while Desjardins, Tyler Huntoon, Sturm and Chapin took the 800 relay to a first (1:52.94).

Linden had three overall firsts. Maria Miller took the top spot in two field events. She won the shot put (39-6 1/2) and the discus (104-2). The 1,600 relay team of Olivia Stoddard, Tristan Belinski, Ella LaMothe and Morgan Losey (4:57.45) also earned a first. It was a key first as the dual against Owosso went to the final event. The first enabled the Eagles to capture the win.

“We were happy to come away with a close win against Owosso by both teams,” Linden varsity boys and girls track coach Ben Cox said.

CONTINUED AT MYFENTON.COM

Blue Devils take care of business against Corunna, 8-0

By David Troppens

In Lake Fenton’s time in the Genesee Area Conference, the varsity girls soccer team usually found itself as one of the top two teams in the league.

That’s fine if the talent in the league is deep, but that usually wasn’t the case, resulting in many mercy victories. When the Blue Devils enter the Metro League next year, those type of lopsided games won’t be as much of an issue as the overall talent in the league is higher.

However, the Blue Devils still have to deal with a few of these games this season in what is their last season with the GAC foes. The Blue Devils took care of business against Corunna on Tuesday, earning an 8-0 mercy-shortened victory against the Cavaliers.

“We wanted to work on sharing the ball and making sure we were scoring the right way,” Lake Fenton varsity girls soccer coach Spencer Quick said.

CONTINUED AT MYFENTON.COM

Fenton golf wins two Metro contests

The Fenton varsity boys golf team is showing why the squad are two-time defending league champions during the early portion of the season.

FLaX Heat win Metro game

The Fenton/Linden varsity girls lacrosse team (FLaX Heat) has won all three Metro titles in league history.

The Heat are looking like mighty strong favorites to earn a fourth straight.

Holly golfers beat Linden

The Holly varsity boys golf team took advantage of its home course against the Linden Eagles Tuesday at Heather Highlands Golf Course.

Holly posted a season-best nine-hole score of 177 to beat the Eagles 177-188.

Holly soccer earns win

The Holly varsity girls soccer team is among the three Flint Metro League teams that remain undefeated in conference play. The Bronchos moved to 3-0 in Metro action with a 6-1 road victory on Wednesday.

Holly girls track posts sweep

The Holly varsity girls track and field team is proving itself to be one of the strong squads in the Metro League.

The Bronchos improved to 4-0 in dual meets by beating Swartz Creek 82-55 and Clio 92-42 on Tuesday.

LF softball sweeps Montrose

The Lake Fenton varsity softball team’s offense remains hot.

In just four innings of play at the plate, the Blue Devils scored 41 runs, earning a doubleheader sweep against the Montrose Rams, Thursday.

LF track falls to Corunna

The Lake Fenton varsity boys track team gave the Corunna squad a challenging competition on Tuesday.

The Blue Devils won eight events, but it wasn’t enough to keep the Cavaliers from winning by an 82-54 score in a track dual meet.
By David Troppens

Holly — Holly senior softball player Marissa Beck loves teaching.

There was a time when she was thinking about becoming a teacher. In many ways that’s exactly what she’s doing right now.

Beck is one of three seniors on the Holly varsity softball team, a squad that is extremely young and inexperienced. That has made this season more of a learning experience for the squad than one focusing on victories.

But on Thursday some of that changed a little bit. The Bronchos (4-10 overall) captured their first doubleheader sweep of the season, defeating the Brandon Blackhawks 9-0 and 15-0.

“It feels really nice,” Beck said about the wins. “We are kind of the underdog team this year. We are really young and we have a lot of freshmen on our varsity team, and they’ve been making strides. They are growing each day. Each game we are making improvements. Everyone is starting to hit and are growing confident.”

CONTINUED AT MYFENTON.COM

**BOYS LACROSSE**

- **Linden/Fenton 9, Ovid-Elsie 3:** The Linden/Fenton co-op never allowed more than a goal in any quarter, eventually earning the win. The contest was only a 2-1 lead for Linden/Fenton after one quarter, but the squad won the second quarter 5-1, taking a 6-2 lead into halftime. In the second half, neither team did much scoring, but Linden/Fenton did win the half 2-1.

**GIRLS LACROSSE**

- **Heritage 6, Fenton/Linden 4:** The FLaX Heat (5-2) were able to score only one second-half goal, resulting in the competitive road loss. Kyle Bliss made 11 saves in net while Sarah Reushlein had two goals and an assist. Lara Kemp and Lilly McKee had a goal each.

**BOYS GOLF**

- **Linden at East Lansing Invitational:** The Eagles finished with a 10th-place score of 384 at Hawk Hollow Golf Course. Andrew Skellenger led the Eagles with an 87 while Drew Krueger and Brendan Johnson each shot 96s. Devin Hubbard carded a 105.

**BASEBALL**

- **Linden vs. Flushing:** The Eagles lost two contests to the Flushing Raiders, dropping the first game 5-4 and losing the second contest 4-0.

In the opener, Travis Klocek pitched a strong game, leaving the game with one out in the seventh inning in a 4-4 tie. Jeff Metzger closed out the seventh, but Flushing earned the victory in the eighth inning.

In the second game, John Miller pitched five complete innings before the game was called due to darkness.

**GIRLS SOCCER**

- **Lapeer 2, Holly 1:** Holly keeper Lalli Valdivinos played a strong game in net despite taking the loss. The Eagles’ goal was scored by Ashton Parker on a direct kick.

**SOFTBALL**

- **Fenton vs. Swartz Creek:** The Tigers split a pair of games with the Dragons, losing the first game 7-5, but bouncing back in the second to win an 8-7 decision.

Fenton’s offense was sparked by three home runs in the second-game victory. Hannah Bollinger hit a two-run home run in the three-run second. Bollinger hit a solo shot in the sixth while Cadyn Reger opened the seventh with a solo home run.

Coral Lefever, Reger, Jessica Dunkel and Bollinger had two hits each. On the mound, Hailee Prater got the win, allowing eight hits and striking out two.

In the opener, Erin Carter hit a solo home run and another hit. Lefever had two hits as well.

Holly’s Hunter Weeder slides safely into home plate during the Bronchos’ sweep of Brandon. **Photo: David Troppens**

Online Stories

**Linden softball’s offense sparks doubleheader sweep**

The Linden varsity softball team can certainly hit the ball.

The Eagles proved that against Holly/Brandon varsity girls

The Holly/Brandon varsity girls lacrosse team is slowly improving.

The Red Hawks, the name the co-op squad than one focusing on victories.

In the opening game, the Eagles scored four runs in the top of the first inning. Flushing slowly improving squad that is extremely young and inexperienced. That has made this season more of a learning experience for the squad than one focusing on victories.

But on Thursday some of that changed a little bit. The Bronchos (4-10 overall) captured their first doubleheader sweep of the season, defeating the Brandon Blackhawks 9-0 and 15-0.

“It feels really nice,” Beck said about the wins. “We are kind of the underdog team this year. We are really young and we have a lot of freshmen on our varsity team, and they’ve been making strides. They are growing each day. Each game we are making improvements. Everyone is starting to hit and are growing confident.”

CONTINUED AT MYFENTON.COM